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Abstract: To many Western readers, Lafcadio Hearn’s Kwaidan: Stories and Studies of Strange Things, published in 1904, is a
seminal work of what they perceive as Japanese kaidan literature. The fact that this work was first published in English for

Western readers reveals the transcultural as well as translational nature of this literary genre that is called kaidan in the Englishspeaking context. The question of the origin of kaidan therefore makes it an interesting case of translation, since this book, in
effect, is at once a translation and an inscription of the origin of Japanese kaidan literature in the Western context. It is in this
double inscription that this paper begins to interrogate “ the concept of origin” in kaidan stories. The paper will carry out a

detailed analysis of the “ preface” of Hearn’s Kwaidan and examine the ways in which the “ origins” of these stories are discussed

and constructed. The paper will then examine the self-negating and self-productive structure of the representative kaidan tale,
“ Yuki-Onna” ( sometimes translated as “ The Woman of Snow” ) which, according to its storyline, is a story that cannot be told.

The paper will then analyze the narrative structure of this story that marks strangely on its impossibility, and reveals how the idea
of origin is produced as an effect not only through repeated iteration / translation, but also out of the structural demand of a
narrative that posits and erases, at once, the notion of origin.
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标题: 小泉八云《 怪读》 的“ 双重书写” 与“ 起源” 概念
摘要: 对许多西方读者而言,小泉八云于 1904 年出版的《 怪谈》 经常被视为日本怪谈文学的重要文本。 不过,此书原先
以英文撰写并针对西方读者的事实,显示出在西方语境中作为一种文类的“ 怪谈” 具有某种跨文化与翻译的特质,正因
《 怪谈》 不仅仅是一本翻译作品,同时也是西方语境中怪谈文学源起的标记性著作,怪谈文类的起源因此可以是翻译研究
上的有趣议题。 本文企图呈现这种双重书写( double inscription) 的逻辑,并依此逻辑展开对于怪谈故事中“ 起源” 概念的
分析。 本文首先探讨小泉八云在该书序里描述各种关于怪谈源起的方式,其次分析书中名作《 雪女》 自我否定 / 再生产的
故事结构,来解释“ 起源” 的概念不仅仅是重复叙述 / 翻译所产生的效应,同时也是叙事结构本身对于故事起源的认定与
扬弃的双重需求所致。
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The problem of translation:
Lafcadio Hearn’s Kwaidan
The “ translation” of the Japanese term kaidan
(怪谈) in the English-speaking context ( sometimes
translated as Kwaidan) is a puzzle. It is generally
understood as a Japanese term for “ ghost or horror
stories” . ① However, in other contexts it is also
taken as an umbrella term to denote all “ weird or
bizarre tales” that do not necessarily carry elements
of horror or ghost. Etymologically, “ kaidan “ is a
term constituted by two kanji: “ kai” ( 怪) , which
means strange, bizarre, mysterious, demonic, and
“ dan” ( 谈) which means talk or recited narrative.
In this sense, kaidan is a term that encompasses all
Japanese folktales and local legends that involve
uncanny or supernatural elements. But the fact that
this term is left “ un-translated” also suggests that it
is a proper name that is characterized by an absolute
singularity, and for this reason it is untranslatable.
From this perspective, kaidan is a signifier that
signifies nothing but itself; it is a sign and a mark of
transcription that remains forever elusive in its
signification. This un-translated translated term is
hence always self-referential and resistant to any
reading that intends to confer meanings upon its
shell. Despite the varying significations and designifications ② that this translated term comes to
represent, kaidan is often considered as a “ genre”
specific to Japanese literature.
But what constitutes the origin of kaidan as a
specific Japanese literary genre in the Englishspeaking context is an interesting question, since the
kaidan literature that many of the Western audiences
are familiar with today is actually a collection of
Japanese folktales and ghost stories by an IrishGreek-American journalist, Lafcadio Hearn, who
moved to Japan in 1890 originally with a commission
to an American newspaper to report Japanese culture
to American audiences. However, Hearn later found
himself so attracted to the culture of Japan that he
adopted a Japanese name, Koizumi Yakumo, and
became a Japanese citizen. He then translated
numerous Japanese works into English and
·170·

eventually became an iconic figure of Japanese
folkloric literature, whose most noted work is his
collection of Japanese folktales, Kwaidan: Stories
and Studies of Strange Things, which he published
in 1904. ③
In the English speaking world, Hearn is
considered as the great interpreter of Japanese
culture, whose authority is not founded upon his
linguistic accuracy but his sympathetic reading of
Japan as a cultural witness. As Carl Dawson points
out, “ Hearn never really mastered the Japanese
language [ …] So it was not linguistic accuracy that
persuaded readers but [ his] sympathetic trespass,
his authority as a complete witness. Reading Hearn,
[…] ranked second only to visiting the country. ” ④
In Japan, his adopted name, Koizumi Yakumo, has
also become a household name because of his
numerous works on Japanese customs and folklores.
Even to this date, Hearn is still considered to be one
of the most influential figures in modern Japanese
literature, and the question of how to evaluate
Hearn’s legacy still triggers much debate. As
Japanese comparatist Hirakawa Sukehiro puts it,
“ Today, Hearn is best known among Japanese as the
author of Kwaidan, or weird stories. ” ⑤ In his
appraisal of Hearn’s significance as a “ Japanese ”
literary figure, Sukehiro eulogizes Hearn as “ a rare
Westerner who was able to intuit subtleties of the
Japanese world of the dead. ” ⑥
It is in this trajectory that Hearn’s Kwaidan
becomes an interesting question for translation, since
the book, Kwaidan, is at once a translation and
inscription of the origin of Japanese kaidan literature
in the English-speaking context. This is not to say,
of course, that kaidan tales did not exist in the
history of Japan until 1904, but that this particular
work, which was first written in English for the
Western audiences, and only shortly afterwards was
it translated ( back ) into Japanese, in effect,
produces a mimetic genre of Japanese literature that
we call kaidan in the Western context today. ⑦ It is
this strange inter-and-circulatory relation between its
“ original” English inscription and its “ subsequent”
Japanese translation, or its vice versa ( between its
Japanese orality and its English literacy ) ,⑧ that
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troubles the notion of “ origin” of kaidan, either as a
proper name that refers to a specific Japanese literary
genre or a common noun that denotes all ghost
stories and strange tales. This “ at-once” nature that
characterizes both the original and the translation
thus gives rise to the aporia of what constitutes the
origin of kaidan, which is instituted and designated,
in translation, by the work Kwaidan.
The essay would like to question the
interrelation between the origin and translation of
kaidan in this book, by addressing the following
questions: where and when does the origin of kaidan
as a “ literary genre” in the English-speaking context
take place? How does it form as a literature and what
nature does it embody and reveal? What constitute
the origin of kaidan when it is translated into
Romanic characters that spells k-a-i-d-a-n? Does the
English translation of kaidan, as Walter Benjamin
suggests in his “ The Task of the Translator” , marks
the “ survival ” of the original texts, be them
Japanese or Chinese? If kaidan refers to a group of
folkloric stories among which some of them are
circulated and passed down orally, where is the
boundary between written literature and oral
literature in the case of kaidan? The essay would
like to carry out a detailed analysis of the “ preface”
of Kwaidan and examine the ways in which the
“ origin ( s ) ” of the kaidan are discussed and
constructed. The essay will then examine the
narrative structure of the story of “ Yuki-Onna ”
( sometimes translated as “ The Woman of Snow” ) ,
which is generally considered to be a quintessential
Japanese folktale, to epitomize the particular
narrative logic of kaidan.

Kwaidan as a proper name
The fact that Lafcadio Hearn’s Kwaidan is first
published in English for its intended Englishspeaking readership reveals the nature of translation
of this particular work, which later becomes the
canonical text of kaidan literature. The emergence
of Kwaidan as a work of Japanese literature
certainly has a historical explanation. Hearn moved
to Japan during the Meiji period (1868 1912) , a

time in which Japan is undergoing a transition from
its premodern form of governance to a modern
nation-state. Meiji period is also a time in which
the print-industry is flourishing, thereby facilitating
the rise of vernacular language and mass literature.
The transformation of Japan into a modern nationstate therefore creates a corpus of national literature
that works to characterize the cultural contour of
Japan. ⑨ The collection of kaidan tales by Hearn,
which is originally published in English for the
Western readers, therefore questions the nature of
kaidan as a specific literary “ genre ” of Japanese
literature, since this collection of kaidan tales
seems to bear the mark of translation even at its
start as a nationalized literature. In other words, at
the very first moment when kaidan is inscribed by
Hearn as a quintessentially Japanese style or
genre, it is already marked as a text of translation.
In the preface of the first edition of this book,
Hearn wrote,
Most of the following Kwaidan, or
Weird Tales, have been taken from old
Japanese books, — such as the YasōKidan, Bukkyō-Hyakkwa-Zenshō, KokonChomonshū, Tama-Sudarē, and HyakuMonogatari. Some of the stories may have
had a Chinese origin: the very remarkable
“ Dream of Akinosukē,” for example, is
certainly from a Chinese source. But the
Japanese story-teller, in every sense, has
so recolored and reshaped his borrowing as
to naturalize it [ … ] One queer tale,
“ Yuki-Onna,” was told me by a farmer of
Chōfu, Nishitamagōri, in Musashi
province, as a legend of his native village.
Whether it has ever been written in
Japanese I do not know; but the
extraordinary belief which it records used
certainly to exist in most parts of Japan,
and in many curious, forms . . . The
incident of “ Riki-Baka ” was a personal
experience; and I wrote it down almost
exactly as it happened, changing only a
·171·
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family-name mentioned by the Japanese
narrator. ⑩
The multi-sources of kaidan thus add up to the
complexity of the work, which, interestingly, is at
once an inscription and a translation of the origin of
1
kaidan. ◈
Kwaidan is a work of translation; but it is
also a translation of translation since it translates
Japanese tales written in classic Japanese language
into vernacular English, while some of the tales may
already be a kind of translation of certain Chinese
stories. The double translation of Kwaidan ( the
book) thus questions the origin of kaidan ( the
tales) , not so much about what language these
stories are originally written, or from what
2
1
“ national ” ◈
cultures they are derived, but where
and how does the “ origin” of kaidan begin to exist if
not at the moment of its inscription as translation.
The translation of this work therefore constitutes a
double gesture, since what Kwaidan signifies is more
than a translation of a set of narratives, but a
creation of origin of these narratives by using
“ Kwaidan” as a proper name, a pure signifier to a
single being and for this reason untranslatable. The
translation of Kwaidan hence marks the birth of
kaidan literature with a proper-name effect that turns
the originally disparate, disconnected narratives into
a new, coherent and identifiable manifestation, by
virtue of a single, categorical system that we called
“ genre” or “ style” that is properly and exclusively
Japanese. From this perspective, the boundary
between the origin and translation of kaidan is
contested, destabilized and made ambiguous by the
translation of Kwaidan, which is at once its
inscription of origin. The origin of kaidan therefore
collides with its translation, at once, making the
term now a singularizable and irreplaceable concept
with a history of its own.

The afterlife of ancient narratives and
its reincarnation as literature
Benjamin in his “ The Task of the Translator”
questions the relation between the original and the
translation. He suggests that the quintessential
·172·

structure of
any
language
“ translatability” . He wrote,

lies

in

its

[ … ] translatability is an essential
quality of certain works, which is not to
say that it is essential that they be
translated; it means rather that a specific
significance inherent in the original
manifests itself in its translatability . . . by
virtue of its translatability the original is
closely connected with the translation; in
fact, the connection is all the closer since
it is no longer of importance to the
3
1
original. ◈
The question of origin is thus problematized
here for what translation manifests ultimately is the
translatability inherent in any work disregard of its
written language.
Translatability marks the
connectability of different languages and this
connectability further marks the a priori condition of
4
1
any work that claims to be the original. ◈
Simply
put, it is impossible to imagine an original work
without referring to the concept of translation, since
translation is per se a “ continuation” of that original
work. Translation is therefore the proof of an organic
nature of language, which is capable of growing,
5
1
transplanting,◈
grafting, and living on. Benjamin
continues,
a translation comes later than the
original, and since the important works of
world literature never find their chosen
translators at the time of their origin, their
translation marks their stage of continued
life. The idea of life and afterlife in works
of art should be regarded with an entirely
6
1
unmetaphorical objectivity. ◈
If we follow the lead of Benjamin and consider
translation as an afterlife of the original work, then
what Kwaidan marks is not only the survival of the
ancient folklores, but a new form of life, a new
entity, and a new mode of existence in the name of a
new identity that characterize a group of narratives
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that do not necessarily need to be tied to each other.
The translation of Kwaidan is therefore not simply a
survival of some ancient narratives, but a beginning
of a new life that we call “ style ” , “ genre ” , or
“ literature” .
Benjamin’s gesture of “ living on ” hence
questions the origin of narratives. Precisely because
“ the important works of world literature never find
their chosen translators at the time of their origin
[ and thus ] their translation marks their stage of
7
1
continued life” ,◈
no work can claim its existence
entirely independent of its connection to other
languages; that is, no work can claim its existence
except by first manifesting its translatability. The
challenge that the book, Kwaidan, brings us is
therefore not what the origin of kaidan is, but,
where to begin, a story such as kaidan ( strange tale
that strangely tells?) . Just as Hearn describes in his
preface to Kwaidan, “ Whether it has ever been
written in Japanese I do not know; but the
extraordinary belief which it records used certainly to
exist in most parts of Japan, and in many curious,
8
1
forms” . ◈
This unsureness and even unknowability of
the origin of an “ original text” thus bring the readers
to wonder if the origin of kaidan can ever be located
by a simple comparison of different regions of
literature composed in different languages, be it in
English, Japanese, or Chinese. The absence of
origin of kaidan ( as the tale of “ Yuki Onna” has
shown) thus questions the way the concept of origin
is usually located. Perhaps, the origin of kaidan
cannot be located in languages, nor can it even be
said to exist except as an “ extraordinary belief” . The
whole project of kaidan therefore seems to be found
on a religious-esque belief that something that we
called “ kaidan ” as a proper name or a common
noun today, “ used certainly to exist in most parts of
Japan, and in many curious forms ” . It is also
striking to note that such belief, which is so firmly
claimed ( “ used certainly to exist ” ) , is found on
some scattered claims of uncertainties ( “ most parts
of Japan ” and “ many curious forms ” ) . It seems
that the structure of such claim of origin is based on
nothing but a claim, and more precisely, a belief in
its claim, as if that claim alone structures the very

truth of origin. That whether or not the tales are
written down is of no importance to the existence of
kaidan, since what sustains the origin and history of
kaidan is a simple belief, which manifests itself as a
claim, and only as a claim. A claim that claims its
own origin and truth.

Translation as iteration, origin as an effect
In problematizing the “ origin” of sex, Judith
Butler also emphasizes the discursive power of
constructing the effect of origin. Butler argues in
Bodies that Matter,
Construction is neither a subject nor
its act, but a process of reiteration by
which both “ subjects” and “ acts” come to
appear at all. There is no power that acts,
but only reiterated acting that is power in
9
1
its persistence and instability. ◈
I would like to borrow Butler’s logic in
contesting the discursive formation of the materiality
of sex to interrogate the origin of kaidan. I propose
to think of translation as a kind of narration and
translatability as a kind of iterability. For albeit
some tales in Kwaidan may have their sources in
other languages, the processes of translation still
require one or multiple translators as narrators to
facilitate the circulation of these stories. As Hearn
maintains in his preface, “ the Japanese story-teller,
in every sense, has so recolored and reshaped his
0
2
borrowing as to naturalize it ” . ◈
The fact that the
translation of Kwaidan needs a translator as narrator
to naturalize the stories suggests the incongruities
between the present works and their allegedly
original versions. Nevertheless, the fact that these
tales are either translated into or from another
language also suggests that these tales are based on
some previous versions that function as the “ origin”
of them. Indeed, the translation of Kwaidan is a
kind of ( re ) iteration of these tales, and it is
through the course of iteration and translation, that
an effect of origin is produced. In other words,
whatever tale that is iterated as a “ story ” in
·173·
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Kwaidan, it immediately produces an effect of
origin. The course of translation as iteration in
Kwaidan thus produces an effect of origin of kaidan
that both naturalizes and destabilizes itself. The
double gesture of the translation of Kwaidan creates
an effect, in which the notion of origin is at once
produced and challenged through the act of
translation as iteration.
Butler continues to argue,
Performativity is thus not a singular
“ act,” for it is always a reiteration of a
norm or set of norms, and to the extent
that it requires an act-like status in the
present, it conceals or dissimulates the
1
2
conventions of which it is a repetition. ◈
Following Butler’s perspective of performativity,
we can thus see the origin of kaidan as a site of
norm, and particularly, a site of the possibility for
inscription and iteration. The norm of the origin of
kaidan is thus “ cited ” to create the condition of
narration and iteration, so that the stories of kaidan
can be translated, and reiterated. From this
perspective, it is through the course of citation that
the postulated origin of kaidan comes to claim its
power, since it is the act of citing kaidan as a norm
of literature that its origin is postulated as apodictical
and pre-language. Since the origin is produced as a
site of norm, which conditions the possibility of
translation and iteration, the norm of origin also
becomes a site that cannot be explicitly
2
thematized. ◈
This perhaps explains Hearn’s
description of the non-origin of origin of certain
Kwaidan stories, particularly the case of “ Yuki3
2
Onna” . ◈
In other words, the origin of kaidan is
posited as something a priori and apodictical that
exists outside the realm of text.

An impossible story
If the story of “ Yuki-Onna ” ( sometimes
translated as “ The Woman of Snow ” ) has
questioned the origin of kaidan as an effect produced
by its iteration, what structures its iterability, which
·174·

in turn troubles the location of its origin?
As Hearn indicates, the story of “ Yuki-Onna”
is collected as a local legend which does not
necessarily have a written record. Hearn’s statement
that the story “ was told me by a farmer [ …] as a
legend of his native village” not only suggests that
the tale has survived from an oral narrative into a
written text, but that the survival of the story is
based on its iteration. The connection between
survival and iteration thus constitutes a Benjaminian
gesture that questions the absolute singularity of the
original work, whose survival over iteration produces
the effect that dislocates its origin. In an exceedingly
weird way, the necessity of iteration that is displayed
by Hearn’s introduction to the story of “ Yuki-Onna”
resonates with the topos of this story, in its form and
content, which marks on the iterability of its own
narrative. How so?
The story starts from two woodcutters taking
shelter in a ferryman’s hut in a stormy night. In the
middle of their rest, a woman in all white appeared
in the hut and took the life of the older woodcutter;
but she spared the life of the younger one, since she
pitied his youngness. As she turned away from the
young woodcutter, she warned him against telling
anyone what he had witnessed that night. She told
the young woodcutter, “ [ …] I will not hurt you
now. But, if you ever tell anybody—even your own
mother—about what you have seen this night, I shall
know it. And then I will kill you [ …] Remember
4
2
what I said. ” ◈
The young man thus kept the secret
from anyone for ten years even after he was married.
Until one night when he was watching his wife
sewing by a paper lamp, whose countenance
reminded him of the woman he had seen ten years
ago, he finally broke his promise by telling his wife
about the story of the Snow Woman. On hearing this,
his wife then revealed herself as the Snow Woman
and disappeared into a bright white mist. “ Never
5
2
again was she seen,” ◈
is the sentence that marks
the end of the story.
It goes without saying that the story is first
characterized by an awe of nature, the fear of the
power of natural force that might easily take men’s
lives. It is perhaps this primordial fear of nature that
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6
2
first prompts the circulation of this story. ◈
However,
it is even more interesting to note that the structure
of the story is marked by its unspeakability, i. e. , a
taboo to tell, which of course is [ to be ] broken
eventually. The story is created by a double broken
promise: the promise to keep the story as a secret as
well as the promise to end the narrator’s life if he
tells the story. That is to say, the iterability of the
story is first marked by a self-deconstructive gesture
since every time the story is iterated and repeated, it
breaks its own promise as a secretive narrative, a
forbidden tale. How is such narrative that works
7
2
against itself possible?◈
The question is, of course,
a Derridean one. In “ Living on—Border Lines ” ,
Derrida questions the nature of narrative and
proposes that we replace “ the question of narrative”
with “ the demand for narrative” :

What is a narrative—this thing that
we call a narrative? Does it take place?
Where and when? What might the takingplace or the event of a narrative be? [ …]
I suggest, for example, that we replace
what might be called the question of
narrative ( “ What is a narrative?” ) with
the demand for narrative [ … ] To know
( before we know) what narrative is, the
narrativity of narrative, we should perhaps
first recount, return to the scene of one
origin of narrative, to the narrative of one
origin of narrative ( will that still be a
narrative?) , to that scenes that mobilizes
various forces, or if you prefer various
agencies or “ subjects,” some of which
demand the narrative of the other, seek to
extort it from him, like a secret-less
secret, something that they call the truth
8
2
about what has taken place [ …] ◈
The demand of the Snow Woman therefore
marks a point of departure for the narrativity of the
story. It is also at this point that the demand has
become a narrative itself, and particularly, an
archetype of narrative that resembles what Derrida
has described as “ the scene of one origin of

narrative ” and “ the narrative of one origin of
narrative” . Indeed, as Derrida judiciously questions
in the bracket: “ will that still be a narrative?” The
question thus challenges the apodictical claim of any
narrative that claims its origin elsewhere other than
the demand of / in itself. In the case of “ YukiOnna,” the demand of the Snow Woman constitutes
a structural point of narrative that demands its ( im)
possibility to become a circulatory story. This
demand as a narrative, as a narrative within a
narrative, presents itself as the primal scene of the
unspeakable and the therefore the desire that
demands to speak. It is in accordance with this
double demand that the story of “ Yuki-Onna ” is
marked by an archetypal narrative that works to erase
itself ( that is, “ the demand of the Snow Woman” as
“ the narrative of one origin of narrative” ) every time
it is reiterated. In other words, the iterability of the
story of “ Yuki-Onna” lies in its structural demand
for a condition of narration, which produces a
troubling effect in locating its origin that structurally
works to hide itself.
The necessity of iteration in “ Yuki-Onna” thus
manifests itself as a demand for narrative, and
particularly, a double demand: to tell the story, and
to begin with, not to tell the story. For the demand
of the Snow Woman constitutes a double gesture that
simultaneously desires and prohibits a narrative; she
seems to be saying: this is a “ story ” that is not
supposed to be told, and if you tell the story, this
story, particularly our story, our relationship, and
even your life, will come to an end. Hence, there is
a necessary impossibility installed in the narrative
structure of a story like this, which narrativity is
conditioned by its unspeakability. Since the story is
originally marked by its unspeakability, its origin is
therefore unknowable, which, of course, is a result
of the structural demand of the story.

An impossible origin
Derrida in his “ Des Tours de Babel ” argues
that the narrative of the Bible story in Genesis, “ The
Tower of Babel” , produces an effect of proper name
that cannot be imitated since the name of the tower
·175·
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( “ Babel ” ) is from the proper name of God who
imposes HIS name on humans to confuse their
language:
Out of resentment against that unique
name and lip of men, he imposes his
name, his name of father [ …] He breaks
the lineage. He at the same time imposes
and forbids translation [ … ] translation
then becomes necessary and impossible,
like the effect of a struggle for the
appropriation of the name, necessary and
forbidden in the interval between two
9
2
absolutely proper names. ◈
The story of “ Yuki-Onna ” thus produces a
proper-name-effect that manifests in two aspects.
First of all, the irreplaceability of “ the narrative of
one origin of narrative” that manifests itself as the
demand of the Snow Woman, who demands for and
against ( fort-da ) a narrative. Second of all, the
unspeakability ( indeed, unknowability ) of the
origin of the narrative, which threatens to end itself
if it is iterated. Such irreplaceability and
unspeakability thus structurally conjures up an effect
of absolute singularity of the origin of the story, a
proper-name-effect. The story can thus be iterated,
translated and transliterated, but its origin, the
primal scene of the story as a narrative that demands
( not) to speak, cannot be replicated and reiterated,
since the origin is long lost, irretrievable, and
0
3
impossible. ◈
It is also for this reason that the origin
of the story cannot be properly articulated and
translated into languages, since its iteration means
its own death. Indeed, how does one iterate a
narrative that is meant to be a secretive narrative?
How is the effect of the origin of a narrative of nonnarrative to be rendered? Impossible. In this regard,
what this story recounts is a necessary and
impossible task of iteration. It is through this double
play of necessity and impossibility that a propername-effect is produced to trouble the location of
origin of the story.
Perhaps the book title itself, Kwaidan, is also
performing an impossible task of recounting an origin
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of a group of disparate stories that are without any
necessary genealogical connection. Nevertheless, it
is through the iteration of this un-translated signifier
that an effect of mimetic origin is produced. As an
un-translated translation, perhaps what this term,
this title, this proper name as common noun and
vice versa, Kwaidan, signifies is nothing but a
simulacrum of origin.

The impossible boundary
We may have come to a point of irreducibility,
i. e. , the origin of narrative of “ Yuki-Onna” , which
is nevertheless unrepresentable and impossible. This
double play of irreducibility / unrepresentability,
necessity / impossibility,
unspeakability / iterability
( translatability ) , is perhaps what make “ YukiOnna” function as a kaidan story. What Derrida has
called the débordement of a text is highly useful in
further exploring the double play of the narrative of
“ Yuki-Onna ” , which was an oral narrative now
rendered as a written text. Derrida argues:
What has happened, if it has
happened, is a sort of overrun
[ débordement ] that spoils all these
boundaries and divisions and forces us to
extend the accredited concept, the
dominant notion of a “ text” , of what I still
call a “ text,” for strategic reasons, in
part a “ text” that is henceforth no longer
a finished corpus of writing, some content
enclosed in a book or its margins, but a
differential network, a fabric of traces
referring endlessly to something other than
1
3
itself, to other differential traces. ◈
Indeed, as the story revolves around the double
demand of the Snow Woman to speak / forbid the
narrative, the boundary of the story is rendered
ambiguous and impossible. The question of where
are the borderlines of this story becomes an uncanny
one, since any attempt to demarcate a beginning and
an end of the story is immediately overturned and
rendered impossible. “ Where to begin, or to end, a
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story like this, and how does the story as such come
about?” —become the sort of questions that are now
cast into doubts and uncertainties. Does the story
begin with the first line of the text that goes “ In a
village of Musashi Province, there lived two
2
3
woodcutters: Mosaku and Minokichi ” ?◈
Or, does
the story begin at the moment of encounter between
the woodcutters and the Snow Woman, who demands
to speak and not to speak the story? Or, does it
really begin with ( or after?) the last line of the
3
text—“ Never again was she seen” ,◈
which marks
the end of the scenario, and thereby the story
begins? The question of ending of this story is also
dubious when we come to think of the nature of its
narrative as a double demand to speak / forbid itself.
It is as if every time the story is iterated, it marks its
own end. The beginning of the story is therefore the
end of story: it begins at its end and ends at its
beginning. The boundary of a story, which is mainly
defined by a beginning and an end, is thereby
overturned and counter-operated by its own
conceptual opposite.
Moreover, what takes place, after and outside
the text, namely, after the last line of the text
( “ Never again was she seen” ) , also becomes the
precondition of the story. It turns that outsideness,
inside, and makes that which outside the text,
namely, whatever that exceeds the borderlines of the
4
3
text, into the constituent of the story. ◈
The structure
of narrative of such story will thus have to rely on
what happens, after or outside the scenario—the
irreplaceable instant of that impossible experience,
to qualify itself as a story. “ Never again was she
seen” and thereby the story begins. It is this “ never
again” that marks the afterness and outsideness of
the text, which nonetheless constitutes the story at
5
3
present, and as presence. ◈
As Derrida argues, “ the
text overruns all the limits assigned to it so far [ …]
all the limits, everything that was to be set up in
6
3
opposition to writing. ” ◈
Precisely because the text is
bound to overrun all limits assigned to it, it always
exercises a double gesture that at once produces and
destroys the “ story” it seeks to become. Indeed, it
is the story, and to be more specific, the double
play of the boundary of the story that creates the

condition of possibility of itself—as a story. It is
through the double play of the boundary of the text,
the double play of inside / outside, after / before,
within / without the text that an effect of a “ story” is
created. It is also through these double plays that
the scenario ( the primal scene) of the narrative of
the Snow Woman ( namely, her double demand) , is
turned into an iterable, repeatable, translatable,
and circulatory “ story” .
It is also in the double play of the boundary of a
text that the impossible experience of encountering
the Snow Woman, and the impossible task of
fulfilling her double demand, is made possible. The
dissipating boundary of “ Yuki-Onna” thus produces
a strange effect that conditions the possibility of a
repeatable story, which originally is meant to be
unspeakable. As the ending ( or the beginning?) of
the story is marked, “ Never again was she seen” ,
this story, which is now nevertheless confined in and
by the name of the Snow Woman, “ Yuki-Onna” , is
perhaps never possible. All that is left, as Derrida
has suggested, is the traces, the traces of the Snow
Woman, whose name, is now rendered as a mark,
which is the trace of a scenario that has ( never )
taken place.

An impossible truth
The dissipating boundary of such story thus
gives rise to an effect of a disappearing origin. The
immediate overturn of the structure of narrative puts
its “ origin” in an impossible place, since to locate
the origin of the story is instantaneously to annihilate
the sought-after object. To iterate the story is to
break its original promise to be an unspeakable
secret. This line of reasoning, of course, leads to
the question of what constitutes kaidan as a kind of
literature, particularly in terms of its transition from
orality to written language.
The correlation between testimony and fiction is
interesting in thinking about kaidan as a form of
folktale passed down through hearsay and other forms
of oral tradition. As Hearn states in his preface,
many of the kaidan tales collected in the book are
based on local legends that perhaps have not been
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written down yet ( “ Whether it has ever been written
in Japanese I do not know; but the extraordinary
belief which it records used certainly to exist in most
parts of Japan” ) . This strange connection between a
“ perhaps” characterized by Hearn’s confession of “ I
do not know” and a “ belief” characterized by his
statement that these records “ used certainly to exist”
hence reveals an uncanny partnership between fiction
and testimony in the case of kaidan. Indeed, telling
a story of an uncanny experience is like giving a
testimony of a particular kind. It is an attestation
whose legitimacy is based on the impossibility of
proof and the absence of an absolute witness.
To take the story of “ Yuki-Onna ” as an
example, after Minokichi ( the young woodcutter )
survived from his first encounter with the Snow
Woman, he bumped into a young lady named O
Yuki, whom later became his wife. Many years
after, Minokichi revealed his secret to O Yuki and
surprisingly found out that she is the Snow Woman
herself.
One night, after the children had
gone to sleep, O Yuki was sewing by the
light of a paper lamp; and Minokichi,
watching her, said: “ To see you sewing
there, with the light on your face, makes
me think of a strange thing that happened
when I was a lad of eighteen. I then saw
somebody as beautiful and white as you are
now—indeed, she was very like you. ”
[ …] “ Asleep or awake, that was the only
time that I saw a being as beautiful as
you. Of course, she was not a human
being; and I was afraid of her, —very
much afraid, —but she was so white!. . .
Indeed, I have never been sure whether it
was a dream that I saw, or the Woman of
the Snow. ” [ …] O Yuki flung down
her sewing, and arose, and bowed above
Minokichi where he sat, and shrieked into
his face: —“ It was I—I—I! Yuki it
was!. . . ” Even as she screamed, her
voice became thin, like a crying of wind;
—then she melted into a bright white mist
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that spired to the roof-beams, and
shuddered away through the smoke7
3
hold. . . Never again was she seen. ” ◈
[ The end of the story]
The impossibility to prove the truthfulness of the
story thus becomes the precondition of the story, and
perhaps, kaidan in general. To testify is drawn from
the memory, the one-time experience of the witness.
Minokichi, as the only survivor of the incident, has
to testify to his one-time experience through
8
3
recollection, which is nonetheless unstable. ◈
Indeed, it is the resemblance between his wife and
the Snow Woman that triggers his long repressed
memory. It is the return of the repressed in a
Freudian sense ( “ To see you sewing there, with the
light on your face, makes me think of a strange thing
that happened when I was a lad of eighteen. ” ) .
Yet, this memory-based testimony of what had
happened when he was a lad of eighteen is marked
by an uncertainty, that is, the possibility of fiction
of this attestation. As Minokichi confesses in the
story, “ Asleep or awake, that was the only time that
I saw a being as beautiful as you [ …] Indeed, I
have never been sure whether it was a dream that I
saw, or the Woman of the Snow. ” It is thus
interesting to see that even Minokichi, the
supposedly absolute witness of the event, is
incapable of securing his testimony from the
possibility of fiction. To testify to “ a strange thing
that happened” is inevitably to rely on the possible
distortion and reconstruction of a repressed memory.
The experience is therefore uncanny, for the way in
which it is remembered is wrought with doubts and
9
3
uncertainties ( “ I have never been sure ” ) . ◈
The
testimony of Minokichi is thus found on an inevitable
0
4
and necessary fictiveness. ◈
The ending of the story brings its uncertainty to
another level. The story ends with a sudden
reappearance and disappearance of the Snow
Woman. After Minokichi’s wife revealed herself as
the Snow Woman, she immediately “ melted into a
bright white mist that spired to the roof-beams, and
shuddered away through the smoke-hold [ …] Never
1
4
again was she seen. ” ◈
The disappearance of O
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Yuki, who turns out to be the Snow Woman herself,
therefore erases the last piece of evidence of this
uncanny experience. Especially when the old
woodcutter is already killed by the Snow Woman
long ago during one stormy night, there is now no
other witnesses, or evidences, that can prove the
existence of Snow Woman and the veracity of this
uncanny experience.

The testimonial condition of kaidan:
personalization and universalization
Indeed, kaidan is marked by its uncanniness
and incredibility. But perhaps it is also this
uncanniness and incredibility that qualifies kaidan as
a kind of testimony that always demands its secrecy
and publicity at the same time. As an impossible
experience, absolutely singular and private by its
nature, kaidan can only be rendered through a
perspective of a testifier, a personalized narration
that is nonetheless impersonal. As the Snow Woman
told Minokichi after she took the life of the older
woodcutter, “ [ …] I will not hurt you now. But, if
you ever tell anybody—even your own mother—
about what you have seen this night, I shall know it.
And then I will kill you . . . Remember what I
2
4
said. ” ◈
It is precisely from this instant at which the
Snow Woman gives her double demand ( do not tell
the story, but to begin with, tell the story!) that
Minokichi, as the only survivor of the incident,
starts to claim the position of a testifier, whose sole
task is to attest to this unspeakable secret. Such
impossible incident is thus an impossible secret,
since it is a secret destined to be revealed and
rendered public. It demands to remain as a secret
but it also demands to become a story that is meant
3
4
to be iterated and repeated. ◈
As Minokichi
confesses to his wife, “ [ this is] a strange thing that
happened when I was a lad of eighteen. I then saw
somebody as beautiful and white as you are now—
4
indeed, she was very like you. ” ◈
The first
testimony of this uncanny experience therefore takes
place through the personal voice of Minokichi, who
is the absolute witness to this uncanny incident. It is
“ I ” , Minokichi, to whom this strange thing

happened and it happened to me when “ I ” was
eighteen. It is also “ I ” who witnessed that thing
( “ Of course, she was not a human being ” ) who
looks like O Yuki, Minokichi’s wife. Yet, this
very first iteration of the uncanny experience,
rendered through Minokichi’s personal voice, is a
testimony that must be singular and universalizable at
the same time. That is to say, Minokichi’s firstperson narration of his uncanny experience must be
replaceable and re-personalizable, if this private and
singular personal experience is to become a
repeatable and universalizable story. As the story
begins with a paragraph like this,
In a village of Musashi Province,
there lived two woodcutters: Mosaku and
Minokichi. At the time of which I am
speaking, Mosaku was an old man; and
Minokichi, his apprentice, was a lad of
eighteen years. Every day they went
together to a forest situated about five
miles from their village. On the way to
that forest there is a wide river to cross;
and there is a ferry-boat. Several times a
bridge was built where the ferry is; but the
bridge was each time carried away by a
flood. No common bridge can resist the
5
4
current there when the river rises. ◈
If we remember how Hearn reassures in his
preface to Kwaidan that the strange tale of “ YukiOnna” was told him by a farmer in Musashi province
as a local legend and that it used certainly to exist in
6
4
Japan,◈
it is obvious that the story is always
rendered in a testimonial condition. The story is first
iterated by the testimonial recollection of Minokichi,
who survives the incident and becomes the first
testifier to this uncanny event. It is later reiterated
by a farmer of Musashi Province, whom, again,
iterates the story in a testimonial framework ( “ At the
time of which I am speaking, Mosaku was an old
man; and Minokichi, his apprentice, was a lad of
eighteen years. ” ) . Even when Hearn transcribes
the story in English, he again has to begin his
rendition with a testimonial preface ( “ One queer
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tale, “ Yuki-Onna,” was told me by a farmer of
Chōfu, Nishitamagōri, in Musashi province, as a
legend of his native village” ) . It is this emphasis on
the personal presence at the instant of receiving the
story, and this reassertion of oneself in the process of
telling the story ( this “ I saw” , “ I heard” , and “ I
am speaking ” ) , that characterizes the specific
testimonial nature of kaidan. This testimonial quality
of kaidan personalizes its storytelling, not only to
increase the story’s plausibility, but, above all, to
sustain the story’s iterability and repeatability. This
is because Minokichi’s uncanny experience,
absolutely private and secret to him, is not a
repeatable story until it is testified for the first time
by him himself. To testify to an uncanny personal
experience is therefore to exemplify it, making it
public and repeatable. As Derrida puts it,
A witness and a testimony must
always be exemplary. They must first be
singular, whence the necessity of the
instant: I am the only one to have seen
this unique thing, the only one to have
heard or to have been put in the presence
of this or that, at a determinate,
indivisible instant; and you must believe
me because you must believe me [ … ]
The singular must be universalizable; this
7
4
is the testimonial condition. ◈
Minokichi’s attestation thus becomes an
example that universalizes a supposedly singular and
indivisible experience. As the only survivor of the
incident, his testimony initiates a necessary
universalization of an absolutely singular experience,
a secret that is now revealed. However, the
testimonial condition of kaidan also manifests a
different nature in establishing its universalizability.
This is because the iteration of kaidan is often
personalized. To iterate a kaidan is to put oneself in
a personalized narrative framework and to assume a
testifier’s position. This assertion of oneself in the
process of telling the story therefore creates a
personal attachment to a supposedly indivisible
experience. As the story of “ Yuki-Onna” is testified
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again and again through a personalized narration,
the testimonial condition of kaidan hence always
renews itself by establishing new personal
connections to that story. It is as if every time the
story is iterated, a new testimony is asserted. From
this perspective, kaidan is a testimony that always
renews and recreates itself.
Moreover, it is also through the repeated
renewal of the testimonial condition that kaidan is
capable of creating its own iterability and
universalizability. In the context of kaidan,
apersonal experience is always re-personalized. It is
personalized, again and again, in different ways, to
recreate an intimate connection to a strange
experience. The personalizability of kaidan thus
provides the condition of its universalizability and
plausibility. Indeed, kaidan are strange tales that
work to invoke uncanny experience that can be both
personal and universal. It is for this reason that
kaidan must be personalizable so that it can be
reiterated to recreate an uncanny experience, both
for those who speak and those who hear the stories.
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